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Introduction
If you're trying to find a XXX website to watch with your nervous girlfriend, then make sure you don't
accidentally visit Rough Her Up.  She just might kick you to the curb if she knew that throat fucking and
rough stuff is what it takes to get you off.  On second thought, Fuck it!  Let the bitch watch.  Girlfriends
are easy to replace anyways!

Adult Review
Rough Her Up is the home of 34 non-exclusive scenes that revolve around sinister sex acts like spanking, gagging,
gangbangs, and power fucking, with a little bit of roleplay and light BDSM thrown in for good measure.  There's a lot of
variety with the props and sets, but good old fashioned rough sex is the main theme.  The louder these bitches moan, the
harder they want to get boned!
  
  The episodes that make up Rough Her Up are a collection of some of the best rough sex scenes currently on the market. 
Most of the videos are about half an hour long and are encoded in several different formats.  The best quality clip is a 640 x
480 MPG file, though smaller resolution WMVs are also available.  All movies can be either streamed or downloaded to your
PC, and no downloads are protected by DRM.  A new slut is added every other week.
  
  A huge collection of screen captures are available for each Rough Her Up update and this makes it easy to preview the full
length rough sex video before you commit to downloading it.  Certain updates also cum with high end digital stills, though
you'll have to click on them all to figure out which ones do.
  
  Full monthly members are also granted access to a huge number of additional porn sites that do feature tons of exclusive
pics and videos that cater to many different mainstream fetishes.  Just look to the right of this review to see the list.  There's
real value for your porn dollar in a monthly membership, so don't let this opportunity go to waste!
  
  Also keep in mind, the whole Rough Her Up site got a bit of a make-over recently so older reviews on Other review sites
may show lower scores. That's because they are based on the old version of the website.

Porn Summary
These whores are used to getting used, so show no mercy when you spank their asses red and slap those titties back and forth.
At Rough Her Up, you won't see any lame lovey-dovey couples porn -- it's all hardcore all the time!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'It's about to get rough in here!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 79 Interface: 86
Support: 85 Unique: 83    Taste: 91        Final: 86
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